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Through Hebrew Eyes

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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Many read The Bible, and come to a wonderful relationship with THE LORD JESUS CHRIST, accepting The Triune Nature of GOD as THE FATHER and THE SON
and THE HOLY SPIRIT. This is proper and evidential. The Bible has been translated
into many languages across the face of the earth, and thank GOD for that; that The
Truth of GOD and HIS WORD can reach people in the language of their birth and in
their present understanding thereof.
Yet there must be a reason GOD wrote The Bible originally in Hebrew. We see,
as we study THE WORD of GOD, in It’s original tongue, in IT’s original meaning,
seeing IT through ‘Hebrew Eyes’, a new depth, a vast breath, an amazing height,
and a limitless depth are now available to us. Among which are: why did JESUS
write in the sand, in John 8? Why did JESUS spit, in several of HIS Healings? What
does The Appointed Times of Leviticus 23 have to do with JESUS’s First Coming,
HIS Second Coming, and The Rapture? And hundreds of other examples. So, we
see The Tanach =The Old Testament is almost entirely written in Hebrew. Then The
New Testament is of a Hebrew Thought, origin, custom, culture, and nuanced only
in Hebrew, being written in part in Greek and translated into Greek entirely and later other languages as well, merely to put It into the hands of as many people as
possible and as soon as possible in order to promulgate The Gospel. Then, though
Roman, the world was still in the Hellenistic period, thus necessitating a Greek
translation; period. So, come with us, to ForHISGlory.org, and see The Bible
through Hebrew eyes, as IT was Truly meant to be.
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The Heart of The Matter
JESUS’s writing in The Sand

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

In John 8:1-11 we find
a very interesting account of YESHUA
writing in the sand.
Without knowing The
Context, how to see
this event through Hebrew eyes, bringing
The Rest of The Bible
as indicated for context and explanation,
we miss much. Did
you know that in Judaism, on this holiday
of Sukkot = Booths,

one’s fate was considered’ sealed’? Did
you know that when
YESHUA bent down
and wrote in the
ground on this day
with The Finger, it
was a proclamation
that HE was GOD?
And that by writing
down their names in
the dust of the earth
their eternal destiny
en route to hell was
being recorded as

they were being Judged
by GOD HIMSELF? Did
you know that each time
HE bent down JESUS
was referring to each of
HIS Comings? You need
to study with us to see
these things through Hebrew eyes. So come and
see; truly see.

Why did JESUS spit?
In both Mark 7:33 and
Mark 8:23 we see YESHUA = JESUS spit
as part of HIS healing
ministry. Amazing.
Seems to be a sign of
offence in The Tanach
but here it is used in
healing! And the people seemed to understand something that
is not apparent in The
plain Text; so it must

be intrinsically cultural. Thus JESUS was
meeting people just
where they were, as
HE enjoins us to do as
well (1 Corinthians
9:19-23). What is also
interesting to YESHUA
spitting in HIS Ministry
is that there is no
precedent for it; and
no evidence of it ever
being done after HE

Returned to heaven;
therefore it is unique
to HIM. And your answer is that in The
Jewish Talmud: Baba
Bathra, we see that
The Jews believed
that the spit of the
firstborn son of a father not a mother had
healing powers. HE
did.
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Did you know
The original language of
The Bible is Hebrew. In
small portions of The
Tanach-Old Testament;
It is in Aramaic. In The
New Testament, good
portions are written in
Greek, but underneath
The Greek beats the
heart of Hebrew
Thought, Hebrew Culture, and Hebrew nuances. It was only put in

Greek to facilitate the
promulgation of The Gospel through a Hellenized
world; as we do today in
the world’s primary languages, and ideally, all.
Thus, all pastors, teachers, students, yes, every
Christian should learn Hebrew; and learn It well, to
study GOD’s Word in It’s
original Tongue, and in
It’s original sense.

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Cross.
What does The word Hebrew mean in Hebrew? It
3. To understand Coveis very interesting. The
nant.
Word is: eevreet. It is
spelled: Ayin-Bet-Resh- 4. HE crossed over by
Yod-Taw/v. It has several
The Work of The Covlayers of meaning:
enant of The Cross
1. To see THE SON’s
Work on The Cross.
2. To see MY SON on

Now, to put these
shades of meaning together into a tapestry of
Truth and It’s Beauty:

Hebrew is designed by
GOD to show us how to
see and understand
GOD’s SON on The
Cross, The Work of THE
SON on The Cross, to
understand Covenant,
and how THE SON of
GOD crossed over from
death to life by The Work
of The Covenant of The
Cross. Amazing GOD!!!

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
someone wants to hurt
in The Spirit, be pouring out This can be done and must
you? Realize quickly that it
GOD’s Love and GOD’s
be done. Do not fear, GOD
is not about you; so do not
Light into the darkness of
is with you.
react to his/her threats;
his/her soul. Do not play
What can man do to you?! It
choose your response. As a
games, do not react to
is time to trust GOD. It is
Christian, ask THE HOLY
them, do not give them any
time to be strong.
SPIRIT for Wisdom- Power- authority over you. Do not
Protection; and Trust THE
yield to their threats or de“Watch, stand fast in The
SPIRIT; you are walking
mands. Stay in GOD, work
Faith. Play the man. Be
with GOD! Stay in GOD, live with GOD, flow with GOD.
Strong.” 1 Corinthians 16:13
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For HIS Glory

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: THE FATHER, THE SON, and
THE OLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

